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In the palanquin sits the graceful bride and four able men
bear her with pride. In the glorious ways of Indian tradition,
sing to the beat of this springy ride.
This eBook edition of "Ode to a Nightingale" has been
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. "Ode to a Nightingale" is either the
garden of the Spaniards Inn, Hampstead, London, or,
according to Keats' friend Charles Armitage Brown, under a
plum tree in the garden of Keats House, also in Hampstead.
According to Brown, a nightingale had built its nest near his
home in the spring of 1819. Inspired by the bird's song, Keats
composed the poem in one day. It soon became one of his
1819 odes and was first published in Annals of the Fine Arts
the following July. "Ode to a Nightingale" is a personal poem
that describes Keats's journey into the state of Negative
Capability. The tone of the poem rejects the optimistic pursuit
of pleasure found within Keats's earlier poems and explores
the themes of nature, transience and mortality, the latter
being particularly personal to Keats. The nightingale
described within the poem experiences a type of death but
does not actually die. Instead, the songbird is capable of
living through its song, which is a fate that humans cannot
expect. John Keats (1795-1821) was an English Romantic
poet. The poetry of Keats is characterized by sensual
imagery, most notably in the series of odes. Today his poems
and letters are some of the most popular and most analyzed
in English literature.
Though left uncompleted, “Kubla Khan” is one of the most
famous examples of Romantic era poetry. In it, Samuel
Coleridge provides a stunning and detailed example of the
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power of the poet’s imagination through his whimsical
description of Xanadu, the capital city of Kublai Khan’s
empire. Samuel Coleridge penned “Kubla Khan” after waking
up from an opium-induced dream in which he experienced
and imagined the realities of the great Mongol ruler’s capital
city. Coleridge began writing what he remembered of his
dream immediately upon waking from it, and intended to write
two to three hundred lines. However, Coleridge was
interrupted soon after and, his memory of the dream dimming,
was ultimately unable to complete the poem. HarperPerennial
Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital
format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production
and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in
the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital
library.
The Gift of the Magi is a treasured short story written by O.
Henry. A young and very much in love couple can barely
afford their one-room apartment, let alone the extra expense
of getting Christmas presents for one another. But each is
determined to show their love for the other in this traditional
time of giving; each sells a thing they hold most dear in order
to afford a present, with poignant and touching results that
capture their love for one another.
"Bianca; or, The Young Spanish Maiden" by Toru Dutt.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Set in France in the second half of the nineteenth century,
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The Diary of Mademoiselle D'Arvers is a novel of possibilities
and limitations; of love, marriage and domesticity, and the
heartaches and joys of growing up. Fifteen-year-old
Marguerite, fresh from her convent education and extremely
religious, returns to her family and experiences the first
stirrings of love, only to find herself entangled in a
complicated net of relationships. The story traces
Marguerite's growth through adolescence to maturity and
marital happiness. Written in secret and discovered by the
author's father after her death, this poignant novel is a unique
and unexpected outcome of the intellectual, linguistic, and
cultural ferment of nineteenth-century colonial Bengal.
This new anthology features nearly 200 poems by thirty-one
poets representing over 160 years of Indian Poetry in English.
Passage to Manhattan: Critical Essays on Meena Alexander
is a unique compendium of scholarship on South Asian
American writer Meena Alexander, who is recognized as one
of the most influential and innovative contemporary South
Asian American poets. Her poetry, memoirs, and fiction
occupy a unique locus at the intersection of postcolonial and
US multicultural studies. This anthology examines the
importance of her contribution to both fields. It is the first
sustained analysis of the entire Alexander oeuvre, employing
a diverse array of critical methodologies. Drawing on feminist,
Marxist, cultural studies, trauma studies, contemporary
poetics, phenomenology, and psychoanalysis, the collection
features fifteen chapters and an Afterword, by wellestablished scholars of postcolonial and Asian American
literature like Roshni Rustomji, May Joseph, Anindyo Roy,
and Amritjit Singh, as well as by emerging scholars like
Ronaldo Wilson, Parvinder Mehta, and Kazim Ali. The
contributors offer insights on nearly all of Alexander’s major
works, and the volume achieves a balance between
Alexander’s diverse genres, covering the spectrum from
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early works like Nampally Road to her forthcoming book The
Poetics of Dislocation. The essays engage with a variety of
debates in postcolonial, feminist, and US multicultural studies,
as well as providing many nuanced and detailed readings of
Alexander’s mutli-layered texts.
Windsor Forest Alexander Pope The 18th century was a
wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record-keeping made possible by
advances in the printing press. In its determination to
preserve the century of revolution, Gale initiated a revolution
of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these
invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind. Now for the
first time these high-quality digital copies of original 18th
century manuscripts are available in print, making them highly
accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and
independent scholars. We are delighted to publish this classic
book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many
of the books in our collection have been out of print for
decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the
general public. The aim of our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and
our view is that this is a significant literary work, which
deserves to be brought back into print after many decades.
The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic
Library have been scanned from the original works. To
ensure a high quality product, each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has
been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book
that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work.
We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and
that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
In this novel the author draws back the curtains on a deeply
felt and ongoing tradition. Through the eyes of the main
character, Geeta, she goes behind the scenes into a way of
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life that has long been shrouded in mystery. When Geeta, an
educated, outgoing young woman from Bombay, marries into
a staunchly traditional family, she suddenly finds herself
forced to live in purdah in her husband's ancient home, the
haveli. Unable to escape from the conservative customs that
now define her life, she struggles to hold on to the modern
values she has grown to cherish. Can she discover new
meaning and dignity in what at first seems to her a strange
and stultifying existence?

London's literary and cultural scene fostered newly
configured forms of feminist anticolonialism during
the modernist period. Through their writing in and
about the imperial metropolis, colonial women
authors not only remapped the city, they also
renegotiated the position of women within the
empire. This book examines the significance of
gender to the interwoven nature of empire and
modernism. As transgressive figures of modernity,
writers such as Jean Rhys, Katherine Mansfield, Una
Marson and Sarojini Naidu brought their own
versions of modernity to the capital, revealing the
complex ways in which colonial identities 'traveled' to
London at the turn of the twentieth century. Anna
Snaith's timely and original study provides a new
vantage point on the urban metropolis and its artistic
communities for scholars and students of literary
modernism, gender and postcolonial studies, and
English literature more broadly.
Indian Angles is a new historical approach to Indian
English literature. It shows that poetry, not fiction,
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was the dominant literary genre of Indian writing in
English until 1860 and recreates the historical webs
of affiliation and resistance that writers in colonial
India--writers of British, Indian, and mixed
ethnicities--experienced.
The poet/individualist's ode to a small tree decorated
for Christmas and proud to receive admiring
attention.
Based on the life of the middle-class intellectuals in
Calcutta, Voices in the City is an unforgettable story
of a bohemian brother and his two sisters caught in
the cross-currents of changing social values. In
many ways the story reflects a vivid picture of India's
social transition — a phase in which the older
elements are not altogether dead, and the emergent
ones not fully evolved.
The Making of Indian English Literature brings
together seventeen well-researched essays of
Subhendu Mund with a long introduction by the
author historicising the development of the Indian
writing in English while exploring its identity among
the many appellations tagged to it. The volume
demonstrates, contrary to popular perceptions, that
before the official introduction of English education in
India, Indians had already tried their hands in nearly
all forms of literature: poetry, fiction, drama, essay,
biography, autobiography, book review, literary
criticism and travel writing. Besides translation
activities, Indians had also started editing and
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publishing periodicals in English before 1835.
Through archival research the author brings to
discussion a number of unknown and less discussed
texts which contributed to the development of the
genre. The work includes exclusive essays on such
early poets and writers as Kylas Chunder Dutt,
Shoshee Chunder Dutt, Toru Dutt, Mirza Moorad
Alee Beg, Krupabai Satthianadhan, Swami
Vivekananda, H. Dutt, and Sita Chatterjee; and
historiographical studies on the various aspects of
the genre. The author also examines the strategies
used by the early writers to indianise the western
language and the form of the novel. The present
volume also demonstrates how from the very
beginning Indian writing in English had a subtle
nationalist agenda and created a space for protest
literature. The Making of Indian English Literature
will prove an invaluable addition to the studies in
Indian writing in English as a source of reference
and motivation for further research. Please note:
Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the
Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Essays on female British poets writing during the two final
decades of the reign of Queen Victoria (1880-1901); the reign
of her successor, King Edward VII (1901-1910); and all but
the last eight years of the reign of King George V
(1910-1936).
The Greek Menander said that they whom the Gods love die
young, and many have been the inheritors of unfulfilled
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renown. Perhaps none of them was so unique as Toru Dutt.
Frail and delicate since birth, brought up by a doting father,
who lavished every care and attention on her, born in a Hindu
family but converted early to Christianity, fed on Hindu myths
and legends acquired both through books and through oral
tradition, educated in Europe and longing to return to
England, attracted towards the end of her life by Sanskrit and
devoting weary hours to its grammatical intricacies, writing in
French and English but not in her mother tongue, publishing
works in both these languages, leaving behind with those
who knew her the fragrant memory of an exceedingly
charming personality, dying before she was twenty two, Toru
Dutt is one of the most poignant examples of those who
before their proper time pass through the door of darkness.
This book analyzes how French dramatists reproduced
certain images of India such as the burning widow, the lowly
pariah or untouchable, and the exotic 'bayadere' or dancing
girl in four plays and one ballet written from the eighteenth
century through the twentieth centuries. Addressing questions
of Orientalism, the book also argues that it was because the
French lost their Indian colonies to the Briish in the eighteenth
centuries that India became a part of the French literary
imagination.
Ancient Ballads and Legends of HindustanEndymion, a
Poetic RomanceWindsor ForestCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
Poems of various French authors, translated into English,
with notes, by Toru Dutt.
A charmingly illustrated version of classic Burns poem,
reimagined as the love between a parent and child.
First published in Malayalam in 1973, My Story, Kamala Das'
sensational autobiography, shocked readers with its total
disregard for mindless conventions and its fearless
articulation of a subject still considered taboo. Depicting the
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author's intensely personal experiences in her passage to
womanhood and shedding light on the hypocrisies that
informed traditional society, this memoir was far ahead of its
time and is now acknowledged as a bona fide masterpiece.
Life and Letters of Toru Dutt (1921) is a biography of Toru
Dutt. Comprising biographical sections by scholar Harihar
Das, selections from her many letters, and commentary on
her novels and translations, Life and Letters of Toru Dutt is an
invaluable resource for information on a pioneering figure in
Indian history and Bengali literature. Born in Calcutta to a
family of Bengali Christians, Toru Dutt was raised at the
crossroads of English and Indian cultures. In addition to her
native Bengali, she became fluent in English, French, and
Sanskrit as a young girl, eventually writing novels and poems
in each language. Harihar Das’ biography is an exhaustive
record of her life from youth to young adulthood, granting
particular attention to her travels in England and Europe,
which Dutt herself describes in beautiful prose in letters to
friends and family. Despite her limited body of work, Dutt’s
legacy as a groundbreaking writer remains firm in India and
around the world. With a beautifully designed cover and
professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Harihar Das
and Toru Dutt’s Life and Letters of Toru Dutt is a classic work
of Bengali literature reimagined for modern readers.
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